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ABSTRACT

SOLPS-ITER is an important element of the Integrated Modeling (IM) strategy for ITER.
It contains an input file generator (DivGeo [or DG]/Uinp), a grid generator suite (CARRE/ Tria/
Triageom), a solver for plasma fluid equations (B2.5) and for neutral kinetic transport (Eirene),
often (but not always) run together in coupled mode in what is called B2.5-Eirene, and post-
processing tools in the form of analysis scripts and a plotting program (b2plot). B2.5-Eirene
is to become an actor in the Integrated Modelling Analysis Suite (IMAS) being developed at
ITER, and interfacing tools are designed with this transition in mind. The IMAS relies on stan-
dardized Interface Data Structures (IDSs) to transfer data from one code component to another
within larger integrated modelling workflows. In order to be able to fully integrate SOLPS-
ITER within IMAS, therefore, it is necessary that it contain tools that allow it to read and write
the relevant IDSs for its scope, namely edge profiles, edge sources, edge transport, and trans-
port solver numerics, including their underlying Generalized Grid Description (GGD) data. In
this article we present the main aspects of SOLPS-ITER integration in the IMAS that performs
these functions.

1 INTRODUCTION

With SOL being a critical region inside the fusion reactor and in order to better under-
stand its behaviour with consideration of many important factors, such as SOLs interaction with
materials and presence of very low plasma temperatures in comparison to the hot core plasma, a
specialized simulation tool named SOLPS (Scrape-off Layer Plasma Simulation) [1, 2], previ-
ously known as B2-Eirene [3], was developed since 1990s in parallel by the ITER organization
together with many other research groups around the world, most notably at the Max Planck
Institute for Plasma Physics IPP Garching (Germany), St. Petersburg State Polytechnical Uni-
versity (Russia) and Forschungszentrum Jülich (Germany).

*See http://www.euro-fusionscipub.org/eu-im
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The SOLPS-ITER tool is a suite of codes and consists of:

• CARRE, a grid generator tool,

• DIVGEO, material structure specifying tool,

• B2, plasma fluid code, and

• EIRENE, the kinetic neutrals Monte Carlo code.

• SOLPS-GUI, a Graphical User Interface to above tools

In addition to the simulating plasma behaviour inside SOL, SOLPS is used also intended
for plasma simulations inside the adjacent outer core edge and divertor regions (inner and
outer divertor) and is extensively used for edge plasma simulations of ASDEX Upgrade (AUG)
and some other existing devices, as well as for predicting the conditions in the future device
ITER [1]. SOLPS suite underwent a series of upgrades since 2009 under the new name SOLPS-
ITER [4, 5] including incorporation within IMAS (ITER’s Integrated Modelling and Analysis
Suite) framework to support the development of sophisticated modelling workflows for ITER,
and as such is currently the primary SOL plasma simulation tool of ITER.

In Scrape-Off Layer Plasma Simulations (SOLPS) with B2-EIRENE there are many input
parameters, possible combinations of ion particles, atomic processes, and interactions between
the edge plasma and the core boundary and plasma-facing components. The SOLPS are carried
out on a cluster in a user directory and can be stored in the MDSPLUS database or can be
converted to a ”record” in fusion databases with prescribed structures for integrated modeling.

One approach of data storage of simulation results is the regular way by saving the data
in files inside a certain location on a computer or in a directory. This way of data storage
is not complicated and functions with no greater issues. However, by increasing number of
data files, then file handling, such as locating and sharing the data with other users, becomes
gradually more difficult and time consuming until at some point it becomes too troublesome and
impractical. Moreover, this data is often scattered in different locations and formats, resulting in
greatly increased file handling difficulty and possibly also in troublesome or not straightforward
data interpretation for other users. The other possible approach, suitable when dealing with
hierarchical data and a higher number of users, and also currently used on ITER, is data storage
in standardized hierarchical transferable databases or data structures, consisting of tree-like data
structure units. The pros and cons of using the data structures are:
Pros:

• standardized data archival and retrieval

• easier data sharing and distribution

• better data tracing and conservation

• straightforward data comparison

Cons:

• additional software and environment configuration is required,

• accessing the data might prove difficult for users with no or little computer programming
skills

• designed and intended to hold only data with the predetermined data types, related to a
specific area of research.
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2 IMAS

The ITER Integrated Modelling & Analysis Suite (IMAS) [6] and the European Integrated
Modelling (EU-IM) effort [7], in the frame of the EUROfusion Code Development WPCD
project, orchestrate the computation of fusion codes with [8] a scientific workflow engine. Com-
plex integrated modelling (IM) workflows developed by the EU-IM Team, [9, 10, 11, 12] on
top of the Kepler framework, integrate several physics codes involving different time and space
scales. The IMAS and EU-IM frameworks are based on an underlying Physics Data Model
(PDM) that allows the coupling of codes via standardized data structures.

These data structures are served within personal or global databases, and are accessible
with several programming languages (Fortran, C++, Java, Python, and Matlab). Currently, two
main physics data models and databases for integrated modelling with defined structure are in
use:

• The EU-IM (EUROfusion Integrated Modelling) [7] database consists of CPOs (Con-
sistent Physical Objects), which are standardized hierarchical distributed data structures
whose purpose is the complete description of the PDM.

• The ITER Physics Data Model [6] consists of structures similar to CPO, but not identical,
named IDSs (Interface Data Structures). There is an ongoing effort to establish IDS and
IMAS as the only relevant framework for all ITER parties, including EU-IM team.

These databases contain information such as geometry, plasma equilibrium, heating and
fueling sources, and a full description of the plasma state, including the electron temperature,
ion temperature, electron density, ion density, etc.

The Interface Data Structure (IDS) is a rich and complex data storage ”object,” allowing
standardized archival and retrieval of simulation output results of SOLPS-ITER, and other tools
within the ITER Integrated Modelling Analysis Suite (IMAS) framework [6]. Each IDS is a part
of so-called Data Dictionary [13], an extensive database description or data container under
which all IDS are listed as children, and is stored in the local database using MDSplus [14].

Being the successor of the CPO, IDS, and CPO have many features in common. Their
data structure tree is similar (but not the same!). The IDS, same as CPO, is designed to hold
vast amounts of fusion data with each IDS predefined to contain data in connection to specific
fusion area of research, such as full description of a tokamak subsystems (diagnostic, heating
system, etc.) or plasma physics models (equilibrium, SOL, wave propagation, etc.).

The IMAS support for “edge” IDSs is an integral part of the SOLPS-GUI [15] as well as
fully integrated within the IMAS framework in place at the ITER organisation. In particular,
users of the SOLPS-ITER code suite need to have a means by which they can save and archive
their results to the IMAS database, and inversely be able to retrieve the results from older runs
from the same database. Moreover, one wishes to be able to translate existing SOLPS output
previously stored using the CPO formalism into IDSs for addition into the IMAS database.

3 GENERAL GRID DESCRIPTION FOR SOLPS-ITER

The General Grid Description (GGD) is a structure encompassed under Interface Data
Structure (IDS) [6, 16] and is designed to contain edge plasma quantities of the physics case for
various time slices if required, as in an experiment data may be acquired at different time rates.
The GGD contains grid subsets, or subgrids, that represent a portion of the contents of a larger
full grid, usually intended for more accurate analysis of an exactly specified piece of the grid.
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Figure 1: The edge profiles IDS node with ggd(:) array of structures node.

The edge profiles IDS [17] with the corresponding GGD structure is shown in Fig. 1. The
ggd node is an array of structures designed to hold all edge plasma physics and grid description
data regarding the edge plasma region under its own timebase. Its notable children, as shown in
Fig. 1, are:

• grid, a simple structure node to contain grid description,
• electrons, a simple structure node to contain data on quantities related to the electrons,
• ion(:), an array of structures node designed to contain data on quantities related to differ-

ent ion species, and
• time, a leaf designed to contain the time of the time slice (single float data type value).

The grid node is a sibling of electrons node and ion(:) node. It contains data on full
grid description and its more notable children are:

• identifier, a simple structure node to contain grid identification information,
• space(:), an array of structures node designed to contain data on grid spaces, and
• grid subset(:), an array of structures node, designed to contain data on grid subsets.
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Figure 2: Display of all 25 available GGD grid
subsets of the ITER case meshing.

An example of grid subsets is shown in
Fig. 2 from one ITER case as displayed
within ParaView visualisation tool using
IMAS Edge profiles reader plugin. The grid
subsets can be 0D objects (points or grid
nodes, e.g. x-points), 1D objects (edges,
e.g. core-boundary), 2D objects (2D cells,
e.g. SOL) or 3D objects (3D cells, not in
SOLPS), where “D” denotes “dimensional-
ity” in R-Z space. Objects are connected to
grid subsets with “element” structure. El-
ement is an array of structures node de-
signed to contain data of the same dimen-
sion, forming the grid subset. Each element
can be formed by one or more objects and
the data on the objects forming the element
is stored in its child named object(:), a
node that is also an array of structures. The
relation between grid, grid subset, element,
and object in GGD can be depicted as:

GGD being able to describe grids in a general way can be quite difficult to handle. To simplify
some operation we have ported Grid Service Library (GSL) in FORTRAN for general IDS use
of GGD. Support for remaining languages is planned. Code using GSL is consequently shorter
and less prone to errors.

4 RESULTS

Before the development of the IMAS IDS, a great deal of SOL case simulation results
data was stored in many CPO data structures. Those CPOs still exist in the present day, and
with IDS becoming the leading data structure for plasma physics data storage nowadays and
the majority of IMAS tools being developed for use with the IDSs, the transfer of older data
from CPO to IDS is desirable by users. This would allow transfer and continuation of work
with previously obtained simulation data, and also for straightforward data analysis and data
comparison between the old and recently produced data, obtained using the latest SOLPS-ITER
tools. With that purpose the edge cpo2ids tool was developed. It serves as a tool for data
conversion and data transfer between the EU-IM edge CPO and the ITER edge profiles IDS. The
converter is written in Python2 and is used under EU-IM-Gateway-HPC IMAS environment.

Fig. 3 shows data flow through cpo2ids code. In fact it runs on systems where both
CPO and IDS UAL modules are available simultaneously (e.g. EU-IM Gateway). Due to
notable differences in data structures the conversion is not just translation but in some cases

2The tool is written Python 3.5 and can also be used unmodified with the Python version 2.7.
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Figure 3: edge CPO to edge profiles IDS conversion process schema.

also recompute of the GGD structures is needed. No GSL can be used in such “translation”
process.

Running the B2.5 plasma simulation produces many output files, holding the data of re-
sults. The main objective of the following work was to extract the required data such as geom-
etry data, electron temperature, electron density, and ion temperature properties of edge plasma
from B2.5 code and store these results into edge profiles IDS. The B2.5 plasma simulation
output files and their edge plasma data are:

• b2fgmtry, holding data on edge geometry, and

• b2fstate or b2fstati representing ”plasma state” at the end and as input to simulation,
respectively. Actually, both file formats are identical and usually b2fstate is copied
over b2fstate to continue SOLPS simulation. Both are holding data fields on plasma
properties such as electron density, electron temperature, and ion temperature.

A couple of tools for data storage of the discussed data to edge profiles IDS were developed:

• put edge ids, written in Python 3.5 programming language and using step-by-step method
of writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. SOLPS GUI embeds this module into custom
widget that stores also all input files of the run into “code parameters” node for reference
and possible restarts or imports from IMAS directly.

• b2 ual write code, written in Fortran90 programming language and also using step-by-
step method of writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. The code implements the same
“main” program ad B2.5 and then translates data read in memory to IDS. Thus it behaves
as B2.5 code in a single step restart that writes data into IMAS.

• b2 ual write gsl code, written in Fortran90 programming language and using Grid Ser-
vice Library (GSL) routines for writing edge data to edge profiles IDS. The code is some-
what shorter but it requires linking against GSL.

ParaView applica�on
Visualized edge 

plasma dataReadUALEdge plugin

edge_profiles IDS

B2.5 plasma code 
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b2state/i
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Figure 4: Data flow of B2.5 plasma simulation results to edge profiles IDS and visualization
process of the edge plasma data using ReadUALEdge plugin.
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All listed tools shown in Fig. 4 operate with the same input data, the main difference between
them is the programming language they are written in and/or the method of writing the data to
the IDS, which is either a step-by-step method, manually defining every single node and leaf in
IDS tree structure and setting its contents, or by using the Grid Service Library which provides
routines for a simplified and more user-friendly way of setting the data before it is written to the
IDS. Conversion of temperature for all species to prescribed eV units takes place too.

Stored IDS can be readily viewed with ReadUALEdge plugin for ParaView. SOLPS GUI
helps controlling IDS storage by prescribing Shot, Run, and Device identifiers for each run as
well as the frequency of timed IDS writes within the SOLPS-ITER Runs.

5 CONCLUSION

SOLPS-ITER is presently the only code that stores edge profiles IDS in GGD using many
grid subsets (see Fig. 2), can restart the Run by importing code parameters from IMAS directly
and can run as an actor under Kepler workflow. This enables integrated modelling with other
“edge” codes by using the same IDS structures. Data exchange between codes is thus possible
and planned. GGD data structure is general enough that one can use one visualisation tool for
all codes that write GGD in two or three dimensions. Consequently this allows comparison of
result from different codes within ParaView. It should be noted that only part of data within
the CPO and B2.5 simulation results were inspected and transferred to IDS. At this point, the
cpo2ids tool deals with most of the full scale data of edge CPO and edge profiles IDS, while
B2.5 to IDS tools deal with a small piece of the whole simulation output results. So further work
and more benchmark cases are needed in order to improve the (co)operation of the discussed
IDS tools, the plugin included, and uphold their position as a suitable tools for IDS handling and
data visualization. On top of that, the remaining IDSs, designed to perform with other aspects
of the edge plasma data, edge sources, edge transport, and transport solver numerics IDSs, are
to be inspected and implemented to work with the SOLPS-ITER code suite. Moreover, further
development of the Grid Service Library (GSL) is needed, aiming to improve and simplify the
General Grid Description (GGD) data handling and generation for potential users from other
domains by introducing new routines and utilities.
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